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ABSTRACT For a wide range of service requirements, the 5G-NR offers significant flexibility based on
OFDMwith numerous numerologies. However, OFDM is recognized to have a significant disadvantage due
to a high PAPR. On the other hand, the PAPR reduction for mixed-numerology OFDM has received little
attention compared to single-numerology OFDM, despite there being possible challenges and advantages
such as computational complexity and new structure opportunity, respectively. In this paper, the phase
rotation PAPR reduction approach on mixed-numerology OFDM is proposed for the first time. Unlike the
single-numerology approach, the need for additional IFFT and side information overhead is eliminated, and
the mixed-numerology transmitter structure is exploited to provide three novel approaches, namely proposed
numerology-based (Proposed-NB), proposed symbol-based (Proposed-SB), and proposed location-based
(Proposed-LB). Proposed-NB has the same PAPR performance with a lower complexity compared to the
partial transmit sequence (PTS)method for single-numerologyOFDM.Moreover, the new ability to usemul-
tiple phase factors for the same numerology symbols in the defined largest symbol length enhances the PAPR
reduction performance further using Proposed-SB. While all symbols are jointly optimized in the Proposed-
SB, Proposed-LB drives a sub-optimal solution developed by optimizing the selected symbols. Due where
the presence of different symbols duration between numerologies and also consecutive symbols in the
same numerology, PAPR reduction performance in Proposed-LB almost reaches the optimum Proposed-SB
performances with a lower computational complexity compared to Proposed-SB. The conducted numerical
results validate the superiority of the proposedmethods for 5G and beyond compared to PTS and numerology
scheduling methods.

INDEX TERMS Fifth generation-new radio (5G-NR) and beyond, orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM), peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), mixed numerologies, phase rotation, partial transmit
sequence (PTS).

I. INTRODUCTION
Fifth generation-New Radio (5G-NR) needs to provide the
necessary flexibility to support its diverse requirements and
use cases [1]. This is achieved by the introduction of multiple
numerologies, where numerology refers to the set of param-
eters such as subcarrier spacing, symbol length, and cyclic
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prefix (CP) of the orthogonal frequency divisionmultiplexing
(OFDM) signals [2]. Despite OFDM’s widespread adoption
(and the consequent backward compatibility), it suffers from
various issues such as a high peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR), leading to signal distortion caused by the power
amplifier operating in its non-linear region [3].

The PAPR is a well-known problem in single-numerology
OFDM systems [4]. Accordingly, it has been studied exten-
sively. Iterative-cancellation and filtering (ICF) technique
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clips the signal to maintain PAPR below a certain threshold,
but clipping causes in-band and out-of-band radiation which
in turn requires filtering and also exacerbates bit error rate
(BER) problems [5]. In frequency-domain spectral shaping
(FDSS), the symmetric spectral extension is added and then
filtered for shaping, but this also affects the demodulation ref-
erence signals, which is undesirable [6]. In selected mapping
(SLM), the input symbols are multiplied by different random
phase sequences, each of which is then passed through the
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operation [7]. Then, the
signal with the lowest PAPR is selected and used for trans-
mission. In partial transmit sequence (PTS), the bandwidth is
divided into subbands. After the IFFT operation for each sub-
band, the time domain signal for each is rotated with different
phase factors to minimize PAPR [8]. PTS is a distortion-free
approach that reduces the PAPR without any deformation
to the transmitted signals; as a result, it has no impact on
the BER performance [9]. Although PTS is a promising
PAPR reduction technique for OFDM, this method introduces
an increased computational complexity by optimizing phase
factors and performing IFFT operation for each subband at
the transmitter [10]. Furthermore, side information (SI) that
includes subbands and phase factors is necessary to be shared
with the receiver and causes overhead.

Unlike single-numerology OFDM, the PAPR reduction
for mixed numerologies is not well-investigated in the lit-
erature. In fact, only a handful of works [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15] have tried to address this issue. The ICF approach
is applied for PAPR reduction in [11] and [12] while con-
sidering inter-numerology interference (INI). In [13], power
allocation is optimized between different numerologies to
reduce PAPR. In [14], PAPR reduction is achieved using
noise shaped ICF where the alternating direction of multipli-
ers is optimized. Lastly, [15] presents a numerology schedul-
ing strategy for both time and frequency domain numerology
multiplexing to reduce PAPR.

PAPR reduction for mixed numerology OFDM needs fur-
ther research considering other approaches in the litera-
ture [16]. Also, none of the above approaches make use
of the structure of mixed-numerology transmitters, which
are inherently more complicated compared to conventional
single-numerology transmitters [17]. It is, therefore, impor-
tant to devise low-complexity PAPR reduction schemes
to avoid additional complexity for the mixed-numerology
transceivers.

Accordingly, in this work, a PAPR reduction method with
a phase rotation approach is proposed for the first time
by utilizing mixed-numerology architecture where the time
domain signals of mixed-numerology OFDM are multiplied
with phase factors before the summation of the signals. Here,
the multiplication of phase factors is applied differently for
three proposed methods: numerology-based, symbol-based,
and location-based PAPR reduction. The numerology-based
method (Proposed-NB) multiplies the time domain signal of
each numerology with a different phase factor. In contrast,
the novel symbol-basedmethod (Proposed-SB)multiplies the

FIGURE 1. The symbols of mixed numerologies in the time domain for
the scenarios (a) χ1&χ2, (b) χ1&χ3, and (c) χ1&χ2&χ3.

CP-OFDM symbols with a different phase factor. Moreover,
a location-based method (Proposed-LB) is developed as a
novel sub-optimal solution, which exploits the highest signals
peak power and provides self-dependence in PAPR reduc-
tion between symbols with lower computational complexity.
Proposed methods neither require additional IFFT processes
at the transmitter nor recovery with SI at the receiver. The
performance of the proposed methods has been evaluated
for different mixed-numerology scenarios and phase factors,
and it is shown by numerical results that a better PAPR
reduction performance and lower computational complex-
ity are achieved compared to conventional PTS in single
numerology [18] and numerology scheduling technique in
mixed numerologies [15].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II explains the general system model of CP-OFDM
mixed-numerology transmission. The proposed PAPR reduc-
tion methods are described in Section III. The analysis for
computational complexity is also included in this section.
The numerical simulation results and analysis are given in
Section IV. Lastly, Section V provides a conclusion.
Notations: Throughout the paper, a, a, x, x̂, and the super-

script of (s) denote the complex number, the complex vector,
the optimum x, the estimated x and the sth search case, respec-
tively. The notations E[.], [.]T , ⌊·⌋, and ∧ represent expec-
tation, transpose, floor, and logical-and operations, respec-
tively. Z+, ∃, and ∈ refer to positive integers, the existence
of a variable, and a member of the set, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, mixed-numerology transmission is intro-
duced. In 5G-NR mixed-numerology systems, at most three
different numerologies can be multiplexed over a band and
CP-OFDM symbols are aligned over the least common mul-
tiplier (LCM) symbol duration, as illustrated in Fig. 1 [2].

In the system model, the modulated symbols to be sent
over a bandwidth (B) are divided into I ∈ Z+ bandwidth
parts (BWPs), and the ith numerology is assigned to each
BWPwhere i = 1, 2, .., I . Numerology, IFFT size, CP length,
CP-OFDM symbol length, and subcarrier spacing for the ith

numerology are denoted by χi, Ni, LCPi , Li = Ni + LCPi , and
1fi = 15 · 2p kHz with an integer value p, respectively.
After mapping the bits into complex symbols with an

average unit power, the symbol vector Xi,mi ∈ CNi×1 in
the frequency domain is obtained, where mi = 1, 2, . . . ,Mi
denotes the OFDM symbol index of χi and Mi = 1fi/(15 ·

103) = 2p. With the use of Ni-point IFFT, the discrete
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FIGURE 2. (a) The transmitter block diagram of PTS with V=2 for χ1 and (b) proposed methods for χ1&χ2 mixed-numerology scenario where
w2,1 = w2,2 for Proposed-NB. The red color indicates the required additional operation only for the PAPR reduction.

time-domain signal yi,mi can be expressed as

yi,mi (n) =

√
ηi

Ni

Ki−1∑
k=0

Xi,mi (k)e
j2π(n−LCPi )(k+1ki)

Ni ,

0 ≤ n ≤ Li − 1, (1)

where Ki is the total number of subcarriers assigned for the
ith numerology, 1ki is the subcarrier index of the ith BWP
frequency shift, and ηi is the power scaling factor.
The CP-OFDM symbols structures of mixed numerologies

in the time domain for different scenarios are shown in Fig. 1
where 1f1 = 15 kHz, 1f2 = 30 kHz, and 1f3 = 60
kHz. The scenario of χ2&χ3 is not considered in this study
since it has the same structure and thus the same performance
gains as χ1&χ2 due to fact that 1f2/1f1 = 1f3/1f2. The
OFDM symbols of χi by the provision of L = LiMi length
are concatenated where L is the length of an LCM symbol.
The time domain signal can be shown as

yi =

[
yi,1T , yi,2T , . . . , yi,Mi

T
]T

. (2)

Then, the composite time domain signal of the mixed-
numerology OFDM z ∈ CL×1 with a unit power is generated
by summing all yi’s as z = y1 + y2 + · · · + yI . Afterwards,
it passes through the power amplifier (PA) prior to transmis-
sion by an antenna.

III. PROPOSED PHASE FACTOR METHODS FOR MIXED
NUMEROLOGIES
In this section, a brief description of the benchmark PTS
technique is given. Then, the proposed methods are explained
including a computational complexity analysis.

A. PARTIAL TRANSMIT SEQUENCE (PTS) METHOD
Partial Transmit Sequence (PTS) splits the input symbol vec-

tor Ẋi =

[
ẊT
i,1, Ẋ

T
i,2, . . . , Ẋ

T
i,V

]T
into V disjoint subblocks,

where the Ẋi,k are symbol subsequences in frequency-domain
and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,V } [8]. The Ẋi,k are transformed to the
time domain using IFFT, and v̇i,k can be shortly expressed as

v̇i,k = IFFT{Ẋi,k}, (3)

where generated V subblocks are equal in length [18]. Then,
followed by CP insertion to v̇i,k , vi,k is finally obtained.
As shown in Fig. 2 (a), each portioned subblock vi,k is
multiplied by all combinations of the complex phase factors.
The phase factors are chosen from a given weighting cluster,
and the size of the cluster is defined by W . PTS requires

SPTS = WV−1 numbers of phase searches. After shifting
the phases of the partitions, the wi,k phases are obtained to
minimize the PAPR value [19]. Then, the selected yi from all
generated signals is written as

yi =

V∑
k=1

wi,kvi,k . (4)

B. PROPOSED METHODS
This section describes the proposed methods under differ-
ent titles for the optimal solutions as the Proposed-NB and
Proposed-SB and the sub-optimal solution as Proposed-LB,
respectively.

1) PROPOSED-NB AND PROPOSED-SB
The phase rotation approach is developed by exploiting
the mixed-numerology OFDM transmitter structure of the
5G-NR rather than adding V blocks for each numerology.
In Fig. 2 (b), the simplified transmitter block diagram of the
proposedmethods is presented. Some known initial processes
are omitted in the figure such as serial-to-parallel (S/P) con-
version and subcarrier mapping (SM) [20].

The proposed methods take place after the CP addition for
each χi. To obtain the minimum PAPR value of the composite
signal z, the optimum phases wi,mi are found for the Mi
symbols in each numerology χi.

The PAPR reduction problem to obtain optimum compos-
ite signal z can be represented as

z = min
s

(
max

0≤n≤L−1

∣∣∣z(n)(s)∣∣∣) , (5)

where the superscript (s) represents a phase search case. The
sth composite signal z(s) can be generated from the summation
of signals y(s)i as

z(s) =

I∑
i=1

y(s)i . (6)

Similar to the conventional mixed-numerology transmission,
the derived signal y(s)i is as follows:

y(s)i =

[
y(s)i,1

T
, y(s)i,2

T
, . . . , y(s)i,Mi

T ]T
. (7)

y(s)i is formed by concatenating time domain symbols yi,
as given in (2), and multiplied by the phase factors.
As an illustration, the proposed method for χ1&χ2 mixed-
numerology scenario where 1f1 = 15 kHz and 1f2 =
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FIGURE 3. (a) The execution of the PTS with V=2 for χ1 and (b) the
proposed method for the χ1&χ2 mixed-numerology scenario.

30 kHz is depicted in Fig. 3 (b). Also, PTS with V = 2 for
χ1 is shown in Fig. 3 (a) for the comparison of the methods.

With the phase of corresponding rotation factor w(s)
i,mi , the

rotated y(s)i,mi can be found as

y(s)i,mi = w(s)
i,miyi,mi , (8)

where w(s)
i,mi is the phase factor for the i

th numerology and mth

symbol of the yi,mi time domain signal. The phase factorwi,mi
is given as

wi,mi = ej2πr/W , r ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,W − 1}. (9)

Two main phase rotation approaches and one sub-optimal
method are proposed for PAPR reduction in mixed numerolo-
gies. The phase rotation operation is performed differently for
the proposed methods. In Proposed-NB, a numerology-based
calculation is implemented and the phase rotation is applied
on yi. In other words, a single phase is used for all yi,mi ’s in
the ith numerology, i.e., w(s)

i,1 = w(s)
i,2 = · · · = w(s)

i,Mi
. However,

at this point, the phase rotation is applied distinctively on the
yi,mi in the novel Proposed-SB. Therefore, for the sth search
case, the wi,mi factor can be chosen differently for each yi,mi
in Proposed-SB. Accordingly, Proposed-NB and Proposed-
SB require

SNB = W I−1 (10)

and

SSB = W

(∑I
i=1Mi

)
−1

(11)

numbers of phase searches, respectively. Therefore, the
phase search case is defined as s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , SNB} for
Proposed-NB and s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , SSB} for Proposed-SB.
The digital processes of the mixed-numerology transmitter

block diagram are practically adapted to decrease PAPR (γ)
for z. Then, the PAPR for the sth case is calculated by

γ(s)
=

max
0≤n≤Li−1

∣∣z(n)(s)∣∣2
E
[∣∣z(n)(s)∣∣2] , (12)

where E[·] denotes the expectation operation. The proposed
methods require finding the optimum set of phases to obtain
minimum γ. The optimum phases wi,mi can be found as

wi,mi = argmin
w(s)
i,mi

(
γ(s)

)
, (13)

Algorithm 1 The Main Proposed Phase Rotation Algorithm
for PAPR Reduction of 5G and Beyond
1: Define B, I , χi and W
2: Compute yi,mi and yi according to (1) and (2)
3: Generate the phase weighting cluster according to (9)
4: Decide the proposedmethod (Proposed-NB or Proposed-

SB)
5: for s = 0 to SNB (10) or SSB (11) do
6: Compute y(s)i,mi according to (8)

7: Compute y(s)i according to (7)
8: Compute z(s) according to (6)
9: Compute γ(s) according to (12)

10: end for
11: Find the optimum phases wi,mi by (13)
12: Select z with the minimum γ value by (5)

where argmin finds the optimum phase factors for the signal
with minimum PAPR on the sth search case. Finally, the opti-
mum composite signal z corresponding to wi,mi is selected to
transmit. The process flow for the proposed PAPR reduction
technique is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The novel ability of the multiple phase factors (wi,mi )

for the ith numerology symbols in defined L length with
Proposed-SB enables the design of sub-optimal solution con-
sidering the location of the highest signals peak power. In this
process, the numerology χq is excluded from the phase mul-
tiplication process at the cost of meager PAPR degradation
compared to the previous solution. χq can be defined as the
numerology with the lowest subcarrier spacing in the system
(χq = χ1 for the considered scenarios) as

1fq = min (1fi) , (14)

where q is an integer value. In this way, PAPR reduction
between symbols (yi,mi ) of the same (ith) numerology is
achieved with any reliance on the numerology χq, render-
ing Proposed-SB self-dependent. Eventually, by the provi-
sion of LCM, the existence of different symbol durations
between numerologies and also consecutive symbols in the
same numerology provide the location-based PAPR reduc-
tion. From this approach, Proposed-LB is designed as a
sub-optimal solution for Proposed-SB.

2) PROPOSED-LB
In Proposed-LB, the location of composite signal’s (z(n)(s))
peak power (n̂(s)) is estimated firstly as

n̂(s) = argmax
n

(∣∣∣z(n)(s)∣∣∣2) , (15)

where 0 ≤ n ≤ Lq, and Lq is the CP-OFDM symbol length
of the numerology with 1fq subcarrier spacing.
Lq+1 is the CP-OFDM symbol length of the numerology

with the lowest subcarrier spacing afterχq. The symbol-based
phase rotation operation is applied only for each symbol
within the Lq+1 time duration where n̂(s) exists. Therefore,
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FIGURE 4. An instant execution of the Proposed-LB for the (a) χ1&χ3,
and (b) the χ1&χ2&χ3 mixed-numerology scenarios where the peak of
signal power z taken placed at the last, and the second L3 time period,
respectively.

there is a need to detect considered Lq+1 time duration after
finding the index of the peak value. The index of the estimated
time interval m̂(s)

q+1 where n̂
(s) is captured can be found as

m̂(s)
q+1 =

⌊
n̂(s)/Lq+1

⌋
+ 1. (16)

Here, 1 ≤ m̂(s)
q+1 ≤ Mq+1 and ⌊·⌋ denotes the floor operation,

which gives the greatest integer less or equal to the input
value. After obtaining the m̂(s)

q+1, optimization of the phase

rotation stage starts. However, the estimation of n̂(s) and m̂(s)
q+1

proceed before every (s) phase rotation operation. Hence, (15)
and (16) are cyclic processes.

An illustration of Proposed-LB is provided in Fig. 4 for
the χ1&χ3 and χ1&χ2&χ3 mixed-numerology scenarios.
In order to reduce the cost of the complexity from phase
optimization, phase searches are limited only to the single
Lq+1 time interval with m̂(s)

q+1 index. However, during the
phase rotation process, the location of the peak value of the
composite signal (n̂(s)) can move out from the considered
Lq+1 time interval. Then, it requires doing phase optimiza-
tion on the another Lq+1 time interval with different m̂(s)

q+1

index where different yi,mi symbols are set. Thus, y(s)i,mi for
Proposed-LB can be found in (17), as shown at the bottom
of the page. The process flow for the proposed sub-optimal
PAPR reduction technique with Proposed-LB is summarized
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 The Sub-Optimal Algorithm for PAPR Reduc-
tion of 5G and Beyond
1: Define B, I , χi and W
2: Compute yi,mi and yi according to (1) and (2)
3: Generate the phase weighting cluster according to (9)
4: Define χq+1 numerology according to χq and (14)
5: for s = 0 to SLB (18) do
6: Compute n̂(s) according to (15)
7: Compute m̂(s)

q+1 according to (16)

8: Compute y(s)i,mi according to (17)

9: Compute y(s)i , z(s), and γ(s) according to (7), (6), and
(12)

10: end for
11: Find the optimum phases wi,mi by (13)
12: Select z with the minimum γ value by (5)

The phase rotation operation is applied on yi,mi within Lq+1

time interval with m̂(s)
q+1 index until n̂

(s) move to a time interval

with another m̂(s)
q+1 index or w

(s)
i,mi in (9) reaches the s

th search
case where r = W − 1 for all symbols within the considered
time duration. Since Proposed-LB takes the PAPR problem
as Mq+1 different self-dependent phase rotation operations
based on the position of the n̂(s) and numerologies in the
system, a certain number of phase searches for Proposed-LB
can not be predefined in contrast to SSB.
The total number of the required phase searches is given

as SLB, where the phase search case is defined as s ∈

{1, 2, . . . , SLB} for Proposed-LB. SLB is generated by sum-
ming all searched phase cases for each Lq+1 time interval as

SLB =

Mq+1∑
mq+1=1

SLBmq+1
, (18)

where the number of phase search cases for each Lq+1 time
interval is defined as SLBmq+1

and ∃SLBmq+1
.SLBmq+1

∈ Z+
∧mq+1 =

m̂(s)
q+1.
The minimum number of the phase search case for SLB is

represented by SLBmin as

SLBmin = W

((∑I
i=2Mi

)
−1
)
/Mq+1

, (19)

wherew(s)
i,mi in (9) reaches the s

th search case for r = W−1 for
all symbols within the considered time duration. Phase rota-
tion operation is only applied on a single time Lq+1 interval
and hence SLBmin equals to S

LB
mq+1

where m̂(s)
q+1 = k and k is a

constant integer value for all (s) phase searches.

y(s)i,mi =


w(s)
i,mq+1

yi,mq+1 , mq+1 = m̂(s)
q+1 and m̂

(s)
q+1 ∈

{
1, . . . ,Mq+1

}
, i ∈ {q+ 1} ,

w(s)
i,miyi,mi ,

Mi

Mq+1

(
m̂(s)
q+1 − 1

)
+ 1 ≤ mi ≤

Mi

Mq+1
m̂(s)
q+1 and ∀mi, i /∈ {q, q+ 1} .

(17)
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On the other hand, the maximum number of the phase
search case for SLB, i.e., SLBmax can occur in the scenario for
the location of the highest signals peak power is moved to
all other Lq+1 time intervals (m̂(s)

q+1 = 1, . . . ,Mq+1) while

at the same time w(s)
i,mi in (9) reaches the sth search case for

r = W − 1 for all time intervals. The SLBmax can be found as
follows:

SLBmax = SLBmin +

(
SLBmin − 1

) (
Mq+1 − 1

)
= Mq+1

(
SLBmin − 1

)
+ 1

= Mq+1

(
W

((∑I
i=2Mi

)
−1
)
/Mq+1

− 1
)

+ 1. (20)

Finally, SLB is defined as an interval with SLBmin ≤ SLB ≤

SLBmax according to (19) and (20) as

W
(
∑I
i=2Mi)−1
Mq+1 ≤ SLB ≤ Mq+1

(
W

(
∑I
i=2 Mi)−1
Mq+1 − 1

)
+ 1.

(21)

The PAPR is calculated depending on the OFDM symbol
length by the provision of LCM L. The complementary cumu-
lative distribution function (CCDF) of the PAPR is defined
as [13]

CCDF(γ) ≈ 1 − exp
(
−
√

3 · γ e−γ
)

, (22)

where

3
1
=

L2

1f 2i π

 Mi∑
k=1

βk η̄k −

( Mi∑
k=1

αk η̄k

)2
1
=

L2

1f 2i π

( Mi∑
k=1

4π2η̄k (δ2k + δkBk + B2k/3)

−

( Mi∑
k=1

2πη̄k (δk + Bk/2)

)2 )
. (23)

where Bi denotes the bandwidth of the ith numerology. Here,
δi is the frequency shift and obtained as δi = 1fi · 1ki.
Remark 1: Since each symbol is multiplied by a phase fac-

tor, the effect of these multiplications can be removed during
the channel equalization at the receiver unlike in PTS. There-
fore, all proposed techniques in this paper do not require any
SI and can be applied in 5G-NR mixed-numerology systems
with the knowledge of numerology and its parameters, which
are already provided by control signaling for the receiver [21].

C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The computational complexity of the proposed methods is
analyzed in terms of the number of addition and multipli-
cation operations, and then compared with the PTS scheme.
The PTS achieves an effective PAPR reduction with the com-
putational complexity according to the W dimension and V
IFFT operations. The computation of a Cooley-Tukey IFFT
algorithm has Ni

2 log2(Ni) multiplications and Ni log2(Ni)

additions [22]. Since the PTS has V subblocks, there are
V
(
Ni
2 log2(Ni)

)
multiplications and V

(
Ni log2(Ni)

)
addi-

tions due to the IFFT operations. Unlike PTS, the proposed
methods do not require a generation of sub-sequences or IFFT
operation as shown in Fig. 2 with the red color. Therefore, the
computational complexity of the proposed methods only lies
in finding the optimum phase factor.

All phase rotation methods require additional calculations
to find the optimum phase factors. The computational com-
plexity of finding the optimum phase factors increases expo-
nentially with the number of subblocks. In the PTS technique,
the total number of required multiplications and additions for
finding the optimum phase rotation factor can be calculated
as WV−1L (V + 1) and WV−1L (V − 1), respectively [8].
Therefore, the total computational complexity of PTS is cal-
culated as V

(
Ni
2 log2(Ni)

)
+WV−1L (V + 1)multiplications

and V
(
Ni log2(Ni)

)
+WV−1L (V − 1) additions.

Since the OFDM symbols in the L duration are multi-
plied by the single phase, the computational complexity of
Proposed-NB has the same performance with finding opti-
mum phase factors in the PTS method as

W I−1L (I + 1) (24)

multiplications and

W I−1L (I − 1) (25)

additions.
In Proposed-SB, although Li is different for each χi, L =

LiMi in the mixed-numerology systems due to the multiple
(Mi) IFFT operations. Therefore, every numerology has L
points and it is necessary to do L multiplications and addi-
tions. Then, multiplication and addition operations are carried
out for I times and I−1 times, respectively due to the number
of numerologies in the system. Afterwards, the number of
total required multiplications can be given as

W

(∑I
i=1Mi

)
−1
LI (26)

and the number of total required additions can be written by(
W

(∑I
i=1Mi

)
−1

− 1
)
L (I − 1) . (27)

In (27), L (I − 1) additions are removed due to the existing
addition operation in the 5G-NR system, which is shown in
Fig. 2.
Proposed-LB significantly reduces the cost of the com-

putational complexity of Proposed-SB. Differently than the
Proposed-SB, the phase multiplication is only applied on a
Lq+1 duration for every phase search. Also, I − 1 numerolo-
gies rather than I are included to find the optimum phase
factors. In the Proposed-LB, the interesting aspect above all,
the exponential complexity increment with

∑I
i=1Mi sub-

blocks (SSB in (11)) seen in Proposed-SB is transformed to
the cumulative complexity increment of multiple exponen-
tial (SLB in (18)) calculation while achieving location-based
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FIGURE 5. PAPR performances of conventional single&mixed-numerology
and applied phase rotation approach.

PAPR calculation. Therefore, the number of total required
multiplications for Proposed-LB can be given as Mq+1∑

mq+1=1

SLBmq+1

Lq+1 (I − 1) , (28)

where the minimum number of total required multiplications
can be calculated as(

W
(
∑I
i=2Mi)−1
Mq+1

)
Lq+1 (I − 1) (29)

and the maximum number of total required multiplications
can be calculated as(

Mq+1

(
W

(
∑I
i=2 Mi)−1
Mq+1 − 1

)
+ 1

)
Lq+1 (I − 1) . (30)

The number of total required additions for Proposed-LB can
be written by Mq+1∑

mq+1=1

SLBmq+1

− 1

Lq+1 (I − 1) , (31)

where the minimum number of total required additions can
be calculated as((

W
(
∑I
i=2Mi)−1
Mq+1

)
− 1

)
Lq+1 (I − 1) (32)

and the maximum number of total required additions can be
calculated as(

Mq+1

(
W

(
∑I
i=2 Mi)−1
Mq+1 − 1

))
Lq+1 (I − 1) . (33)

FIGURE 6. Comparison between conventional mixed numerologies,
numerology scheduling, and proposed methods for different scenarios.

FIGURE 7. Impact of the W and comparison between PTS technique and
Proposed-SB for mixed-numerology scenarios.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the simulation results are obtained to evaluate
the PAPR performances. The evaluation is done with the
CCDF curves and the complexity analysis. The scenarios for
χ1, χ2, and χ3 are taken into consideration with the 1f1 =

15 kHz, 1f2 = 30 kHz, and 1f3 = 60 kHz, respectively [2].
Accordingly, N1 = 256, N2 = 128, and N3 = 64 are
chosen for the selected numerologies with the same order.
The CP ratio with 1/16 is set in OFDM system and the LCM
length is set as L = 272. The oversampling rate is consid-
ered as 4 to approximate the discrete time-domain signals as
continuous time-domain signals [11]. The bandwidth (B) is
equally shared for the numerologies. The size of the phase
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FIGURE 8. PAPR performances for the sub-optimal method Proposed-LB and the optimal method Proposed-SB for different mixed-numerology
scenarios with (a) W = 2, (b) W = 4, and (c) W = 8.

factor is selected as W = {2, 4, 8}. 105 LCM symbols are
generated randomly with QPSK constellations in the Monte
Carlo simulations. The same symbol length is used for the
performance evaluation of single or mixed numerologies and
the same number of parallel sub-blocks in the time domain are
considered for different methods evaluated. Therefore, PTS is
set to V = 2 against the proposed methods setups for χ1&χ2,
χ1&χ3 (I = 2) and V = 3 against χ1&χ2&χ3 (I = 3)
scenarios. Also, the adjacent segmentation scheme in the
frequency domain [22] is used for the subblocks partitioning
in all methods.

The CCDF performance of PTS and proposed methods
with the parameters of W = 4, V = 2, and χ1&χ2 are
compared to the conventional single and mixed-numerology
OFDM systems in Fig. 5. The scenarios of χ1 and χ1&χ2
are considered for the single and mixed-numerology systems,
respectively. As seen from Fig. 5, single and mixed numerol-
ogy scenarios have similar PAPR performance that matches
with the mixed-numerology analytical result. The simulation
results show that Proposed-NB performs similarly to PTS due
to the having same phase rotation multiplication.

Figure 6 shows the simulation results of proposed methods
with W = 4 and conventional mixed-numerology systems
for different scenarios. All conventional mixed numerolo-
gies have similar PAPR performances. Numerologies with
different CP lengths do not change the PAPR performances.
As a benchmark for PAPR reduction in mixed numerologies,
the numerology scheduling presented in [15] is also consid-
ered. The proposed methods have a better performance than
the numerology scheduling technique. Proposed-SB gives
the best PAPR performance. This is because Proposed-SB
enables the application of multiple phase factors for the
different symbols on the L duration. Also, χ1&χ3 has a
better performance than χ1&χ2 scenario for Proposed-SB
due to a better phase adjustment with more OFDM symbols
in the L duration. However, for Proposed-NB method in
I = 2 scenarios, the use of different numerologies does not
affect the performance since a single phase factor is applied
to the concatenated OFDM symbols for L duration. Due

to the increased number of subblocks in I = 3 scenario,
PAPR reduction at the CCDF level of 0.1% reaches about
2.45 dB and 2.75 dB with Proposed-NB and Proposed-SB,
respectively.

The PAPR reduction performance of Proposed-SB com-
pared to the PTS for various scenarios with different W
values, is shown in Fig. 7. Since the phase rotation is limited
with W = 2, the PAPR reduction compared to conventional
systems is about 1 dB for both methods and Proposed-SB is
slightly better than PTS for the 2 parallel subblocks scenarios.
However, PTS with V = 3 and Proposed-SB with I =

3 reach approximately 2 dB in PAPR reduction. Besides,
Proposed-SB shows significant performance gains compared
to PTS for higher W . Also, if the number of numerologies
increases, Proposed-SB performs better whenW is increased.
Moreover, Proposed-SB with I = 3 and W = 8 puts the
best performance and reaches 8.25 dB PAPR. Although not
included in Fig. 7 to avoid clustering of the curves, it can be
observed from conjunction with Fig. 6 that proposed methods
with W = {4, 8} are better than the numerology scheduling
technique, while the opposite hold true for proposed methods
with W = 2.

Figure 8 displays the PAPR performances of the
sub-optimal method Proposed-LB and the optimal method
Proposed-SB for different scenarios with W = {2, 4, 8}.
The Proposed-LB with I = 2 gives approximately the same
results as with the optimum method. For the I = 3 scenarios,
Proposed-LB with W = 8 enhances PAPR performance
compare to lower W sizes. Furthermore, it can be observed
from the comparison between Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 (b), and
also Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 (a), (c) that Proposed-LB has a better
performance than Proposed-NB, the numerology scheduling
method, and PTS.

Lastly, the computational complexity is evaluated for dif-
ferent scenarios in Table 1. Proposed-NB shows impres-
sive performance for all scenarios and numerical results
fully comply with the complexity analysis under the
previous section discussion. The computational complexity
reduction reaches up to 55.6% for multiplication (MLP)
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TABLE 1. Numerical computational complexity analysis for PAPR reduction methods.

operation and 88.2% for addition (ADD) operation with
Proposed-NB compared to the conventional PTS method.
Although Proposed-SB increases computational complexity
performances in the majority of the scenarios, it gives less
computational complexity for most of the W = 2 and
I = 2 scenarios than the PTS method with χ1, and for
almost half of the scenarios than the numerology schedul-
ing method. The computational complexity for Proposed-LB
is also analyzed. SLB phase searches to find sub-optimal
phase rotation factors are calculated using simulation results
for all mixed-numerology scenarios in Fig. 8. As expected,
Proposed-LB decreases the computational complexity reach-
ing up to 99.9% for both operations compared to the opti-
mum approach with Proposed-SB. Moreover, Proposed-LB
shows the best computational complexity performances for
all I = 2 scenarios. The numerical results also demonstrate
that Proposed-LB is a competitive method for I = 3 sce-
narios. Furthermore, Proposed-LB has a better computational
complexity performance than the numerology scheduling
method in most of the scenarios.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the phase rotation approach with the
OFDM mixed-numerology architecture for PAPR reduction
using three methods. While taking advantage of the new
5G-NR transmitter structure, there is no additional IFFT
processing compared to the conventional mixed-numerology
system in the proposed methods. Also, SI is not needed for
signal detection at the receiver. There is a trade-off between
the PAPR reduction performance and the computational
complexity for Proposed-NB and Proposed-SB. Proposed-
NB gives the same performance as the PTS method and
requires lower computational complexity. On the other hand,
Proposed-SB achieves a better PAPR reduction performance
than PTS but increases the computational complexity. Also,
the numerology scheduling technique as another benchmark
is compared with the proposedmethods and it is observed that
the proposed methods can be alternatives for PAPR reduction
techniques in mixed numerologies. Moreover, it is shown that
the computational complexity can be decreased significantly
by using a sub-optimal method with Proposed-LB. Proposed-
LB satisfies the PAPR reduction performance is approxi-
mately the same as Proposed-SB in most of the scenarios
and the higher size of the phase factor gives performances
closer to the optimum.Besides, the computational complexity
performances of Proposed-LB give the best performances in

most of the scenarios. The significance of the proposed meth-
ods lies in the fact that they fully support the existing 5G-NR
multi-numerology communication standards. Also, in order
to be able to respond better to future applications and users’
needs, new services with a wide variety of numerologies
will be utilized in beyond 5G compared to the current three
services in 5G-NR. An increase in the number of numerolo-
gies improves the PAPR performances with the proposed
methods. Therefore, they promise a long-term solution for
PAPR reduction beyond 5G. One future direction might be
the study of determining the optimum way of combining
the various PAPR reduction techniques with our proposed
methods, which can lead to more efficient and effective PAPR
reduction. Also, developing an advanced sub-optimal algo-
rithm that can terminate the phase search once the prede-
termined PAPR threshold is reached can reduce the compu-
tational complexity for PAPR reduction even further while
maintaining a high level of performance.
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